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About This Game

So ... you're a brand new pilot with dreams to take on the world? How about building one of your own? You've always thought
that things would be much better if you were in charge - now here's your chance! Icity is a flight sim ... and a city builder! And

like nuts and gum, they're together at last.

Your new job as the chief-pilot with the Icity Development Company means that you're now in charge of a bold project to build a
new city on the Alta Ice Cap. An exploration crew has just discovered a reservoir of Di-Hydro-Oxygen crystals that could be

very profitable if an efficient mining operation can be established. The company is willing to set up a base camp to try out a test
mine, and if everything looks good ... well, the sky's the limit.

Why do you get to be the chief pilot? Because Alta is located high on a frozen ice sheet, thousands of miles from the nearest
outpost, and no one else wanted the job. In fact, you're the only pilot, and until you help build something there, the company

won't be sending any help.
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Fly specially-designed aircraft to explore and build your own ice city of the future. Transport workers, deliver supplies, and
collect the spoils of the crystal mines to help your city grow ... or just fly around and explore your new world. Icity puts the pilot

in charge of everything.

This is your time to shine and show the world! Can you found a profitable mining camp and grow it into a city? Perhaps you
might build an empire of your very own!

Features:

Innovative aircraft with interactive controls, displays, and switches.

HUD and Autopilot-enabled for easy cruising and precision construction work.

Unique Payload and Cargo Modules for special missions.

Multiple cameras providing real-time views and map systems.

Complete control of city construction (direct or automated).

City economic system linked to growth.

Logistics controls for building supplies and product shipments.
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 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: Intel Dual Core CPU 2.4 GHz or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0 compatible 3D graphics card with at least 1GB of RAM

Storage: 250 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English
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(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(ITS A SAD FACE ;(

. Subsiege takes an interesting take on underwater MOBA witch a squad-like gameplay even though you mostly play your squad
as if it was one hero.

The constant loss of oxygen adds the spice to this arena game. Players can't hide and the encounter is around the corner.
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The fighting needs some polish in my view though it's already fun and challenging. You also can improve your units which will
give you better options in later game stages. I just have experience from a few battles - so far it's fun for me, I will dive into
more.

It's an eraly stage release but I was positively overwhelmed about the high level of polish in this game. There is lots of potential
to grow into the right direction. The basics are already here.

If you like to see more indie MOBAs definitely give this a try and support these dudes with contiburting to their development..
Not a pleasant game if you only listen to symphonic epic hollywood metal.. This Game Is A Masterpiece, I have just recently
competed this game and I'm so sad that it's over. To anyone deciding whether to buy this game or not take it from me and buy it
as soon as you can. simply Outstanding.. I am a Horror game streamer (http://twitch.tv/roshelleld) and out of all of the horror
games that I have played, so far Araya has proven to be a brilliant game! I'm only a few chapters in, and the jump scares &
ambiant sounds are amazing. This game has left me, my stream partner (http://twitch.tv/ghostgt27) and all of my followers
shaking in fear.

Despite some of the minor glitches & a few control issues, I have to put this game in my TOP favorites! I find it hard to find a
good horror survival game that actually scares me! Most of the horror games that you find now days are shooters. This is
amazing! A MUST PURCHASE!

*Special note to the DEVs of this game: I interview DEVs on my twitch channel to help get the word out about their games. I
would love to have you guys as a special guest on my channel one day! If you are interested, please feel free to contact me!*

***After playing the entire game I have to add to my review, that these DEVs did not short change you in the total time played!
Araya was brilliant, leaving me and my viewers speachless! Well done! I can't wait to play your next horror game! Totally in my
top 3 horror games ever!***. Great twin stick sequel to a great twin stick first game. Scoregasm 2 is more of the same
Scoregasm goodness and that's just fine by me. Perfect for minimalist shooter fans.. Not a good game at all. How do these
thrown together horror games keep making it onto steam?
It's another case of someone building a fairly authentic, if cliche'd intro and then just throwing a few rooms together until they
had enough to call it, albeit generously, a game. And generous I am being as it took me less than an hour to finish. Yes I know
there are other endings but I was so underwhelmed the first time around there was no incentive to play again.
The game starts with the standard horror setting - a dark, wooden forest with standard eerie looking church with a crypt and
nearby haunted mansion. To be fair to the game there was a well done, fairly chilling moment in the crypt when I caught a
glimpse of something horrific in the distant dark. But that's it, for the remainder of the game, nothing even remotely scary
happens. Or anything much at all I'm afraid. And for a horror game that's enough to not recommend it. You will not get your
kicks here.

There's a bit of the usual mind-melting moments where scenery is rearranged behind you that has come as standard in modern
horror games, but beyond that moment in the crypt I did not feel remotely threatened at all.

And for a game that doesn't give much it's inordinately fussy when it comes to player input. I lost quite a few minutes at the start
as I couldn't open a locked gate with my crowbar. I didn't realise that I had to be precisely 2&1\/2 to 3 feet away, offset at an
angle of about 22degrees, to trigger the magical floating crowbar animation. Then I immediately fell down a ditch in the garden
beyond and get stuck, and I was close to packing it in when I was thankfully able to jump back out again.

Sound and graphics are a mixed bag as well. Sound was pretty unremarkable in general, beyond a very weird breathing sound in
the intro area that always came from behind you. And it was so constant without any hint of a threat that it came off as just an
odd design choice rather than an atmosphere builder. Graphics wise it's all very standard, albeit a bit too overly dark.

The story building notes you find are just poorly written, grammatically incorrect nonsence. And after a bit of wandering around
the mansion, collecting key and other objects to unlock more doors, the game just shudders to an end. With nothing more than
another stupid document to read.

Avoid at all costs.. pros:
+british english
+most poetical dialogs I've ever seen (in british english)
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+imaginative cursing (in british english)
+puns (in british english)

cons:
-audio is a bit low quality
-not challenging enough. HORRIBLE game play!!!! Hand doesn't even click on the area you have selected. Had sherlock stuck
in a room for 15 minutes trying to get him to open the door and leave and couldn't. The angles are horrible, you walk to corners
and can't get out. If the game was created to irritate and anger you it does a very good job. I have played this game and the
mystery of the mummy. They both seem like bad knock offs of the classic Electronic Arts Sherlock Holmes games. I have
purchased the rest of the set from Frogwares I would hope that at least one will be worth the money spent....The jury is still out,
moving to the next game in the series.. Good game but doesn't work on windows 10
Buy it if you have window 7
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There is probably some joke or pun to be made about the 1001 spikes but I'm coming up empty. So I'll just say that it looks like
the spike maker counted up the order wrong and ...

Ok I have nothing. Luckily Nicalis have something quite special in this platformer from the affectionately named
"\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing troll\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game" genre.

The gameplay is simple enough (with one oddity, which I will get to). You enter a level, you avoid traps and make some jumps
while also shooting knives at the occasional enemy. You find the key and perhaps the hidden mask object and make your way to
the exit. You then repeat this process through longer and more difficult stages until you run out of things to do. Along the way
expect plenty of water, fire, snakes, scorpions, crushing blocks, spikes and even more spikey spikes. There isn't anything
particularly original here if you have played similar games in the past (stretching a long way back) but what is here has been
proven to work.

The controls are a little strange in that you have two jump buttons, one "high" and one "low". This saves you having to judge
how hard to press a button (high enough to clear a spike, but low enough to avoid the fire above?) but it can get a bit fiddly at
times. Personally I always found myself using the high jump unless a situation specifically seemed to call for it. In these cases,
such as jumping on a block without triggering an arrow trap it was handy, but I'm still not sold on the concept. Still, everything
works and you can aim your jumps properly and it doesn't feel floaty. If anything, jumping and shooting fails a bit more often
than it should, when trying to line up a small object like an arrow (when you are standing shots line up perfectly). This isn't a big
deal though, so in this regard the controls get a solid pass.

To complement the tight controls, the level design is all important in a game like this and 1001 Spikes doesn't let you down. The
levels all seem lengthy but not "too long" and there is a good variety in the challenges. For example, one level will have you
carefully negotiating spiked passages, waiting for just the right moment to advance forward. The next level will require you to
make a series of fast paced jumps as everything falls down around you. Levels feel unique, despite reusing a lot of assets and the
effort required to pass them should make them memorable long after.

That is, if you don't give up on it. The magic of "\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing troll\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game"
is in how much they troll you and how much of it you can take. Think you have finished the level? Well you forgot about that
block, right at the end which will drop on your head without warning. This will kill you, forcing you to restart the level (no
checkpoints here!) in an increasingly infuriating manner. So where does it sit on the troll meter? Above Super Meat Boy, some
obstacles you just can't avoid. But it is also well below something like I want to Be The Boshy. Most traps give you a split
second of warning, such as the tips of spikes showing before they impale you. Because of this, most deaths (but not all) feel like
they are a result of you not paying close enough attention. The game does a good job of training you too. Chance are if you find
a good place to rest while you evaluate the next section of a level? There are spikes on that block.

So you'll die, but you'll learn and progress always feels achievable (or you can skip levels, so it isn't a big drama). Note that you
do technically have a life limit (x1000) but 1ups are easily farmable by redoing short stages and finding the bonus pick up. So
1001 Spikes is tough but just fair enough (think 1-5 deaths on an easy stage, 20-30 on a hard one), which will hopefully not put
off too many people.

Having said that, one of the most difficult challenges the game offers is getting through the story parts without hitting "skip".
They are long, stretching on forever and the text forwards far too slowly. I kind of enjoy the ironic tone to the writing, but little
of importance is said and there doesn't seem to be any need for a story at all. Rest assured you can safely skip it and get back to
the spikes.

To round out the package, the game offers other arcade style modes which can be played in 4 player local coop (sorry online
fans). These include challenges such as climbing a high tower and competitive modes like holding an urn the longest, which
remind me strongly of old NES or even C64 titles and other treats like an extra difficult tribute to a past game. Rest assured too
that the coins you collect in those modes are not completely going to waste.

Now I'm not a big coop gamer (people who are will love playing through the main game with a friend), so these extras are not
necessarily for me, but they do make an easy purchase decision even easier. Further the game provides a wide variety of
unlockable characters, each with their own abilities (longer jumps, double jumps etc). This lets you tackles the levels again with
different approaches and helps alleviate any concerns about the number of available levels (although there are enough anyway,
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without spoiling anything, probably a lot more than you think!).

In terms of presentation, 1001 is more functional than impressive, but everything does the job. The music is suitably excellent
and the sound effects inoffensive. If anything the menu systems and cutscenes could use an extra coat of polish, but as
mentioned before they are best skipped anyway, so perhaps skimping on them was the best approach after all.

I really like 1001 Spikes. I realise it will not be for everybody, given the brutal style. But it is just accessible enough that
everybody should give it a go, just in case they get the right level of sadistic fun out of it.

Just keep an eye out for that 1001'th spike. That'll be the one that gets you or ... yeah still nothing.. clearly abandoned another
one that had promise dont bother. Very well made. Lasts about an hour, and has replayability capacity for about nine times
afterward, not to mention any other time one would wish to revisit the Arsenal.
The Warmaster definitely pulls out all the stops; Ghostmane Stalkers, Mortafires, hidden bombs, tons of Thwackers and
Puppies.
Advisable to attempt with a gun.
Hammer and bomb obtained do not work at all like the ones used by the Warmaster, though this is for balance purposes, plus
the fact that the bomb is much more useful when used by player characters.
Lots of ambience. Different play feel from normal missions, as Feron guides you to accomplish certain tasks rather than merely
going in and killing everything. Lots of NPC Knights to cheer you on.
May lag more than other levels; be warned.
. Short and fun game. Loved it, beautiful homemade game. I want more like this, thank you!. This game is really awesome.
Its really fun for all Non-Gamers aswell as Gamers.
This Game is challenging and really tests your gaming skills.
This game is just the right choice if you're looking to do something in your past time.
. An actually really funny... action puzzle game? Basically you're constantly in mortal danger and you have to find a way to save
yourself, which will put you in other timed peril. You enter the town because you're dehydrated, you drink from the fountain,
your dehydration is cured but now you're poisoned because a snake bit you! You ask for antivenom from the hospital, but the
side effect is diarrhea! And so on. The animation and artstyle is super smooth, and the music that keep getting more panicky as
your situation get more dire is perfect.

My only problem is that there isn't a clear goal on what you're supposed to do, but from checking around, I assume the goal is
that there is some specific combination of perils that will let you win the game.. Really... the stuff that I originally paid for .....
come on ubisoft get your act together..... The game is kinda nice, but it opens a console with an error message everytime I start
it. If I close it, the game closes. I can go on if I leave the console open, but after a little while the commands don`t respond
anymore. I searched for people with the same problem on the forums, and though there are many with the same problem, there
seem to be no solution.
A shame :\/

UPDATE: The game had an update last week. I went to play full of hope, but old saves don't work anymore. And the commands
still stop responding as before... I give up -_-'. FPV Air 2 is definitely worth the price. Not alot of bells and whistles. But the
physics are the best ive encountered.. Likes:
- The ambition and scope - it's pretty flexible, and there's on-ship, in-space and on-planet.
- Does something not really explored for many years - a bit of FTL, a bit of Star Control, a bit of Sun Dog Legacy, a bit of Star
Command

Dislikes:
- The interface is woefully inconsistent (on some screens WASD, on some screens arrows, on some screens mouse)
- Oh, and slow. Where you'd like a table perhaps you get a scrolling list of options in a speech bubble.
- It's buggy and inconsistent (which is more a limit of cramming something ambitious into the RPGmaker XP engine)

Overall:
- I rather like it, despite its shonky nature (that's the Star Command influence at work)
- With a better engine and more polish it could concentrate on the bits it does well, and let the engine handle the interface.
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